
 

Dear Client, 
  
Please find below our latest peanut report. We have decided to make a special about inshells and 
focus on the origins China, USA and Egypt. Regarding blanched peanuts from China and our previous 
alert, the latest information is that the 15% tax refund on blanched peanuts will remain until the 
summer of 2018. The Chinese government is still figuring out how to address this issue without 
acting against their own interests. 
Last but not least, we have added our peanut chart report which shows graphic view on the peanut 
prices over the last 7 years.  
  
If you have any further questions regarding this report or you are looking for spot inshells or on 
shipment basis, do not hesitate to contact us. 
  
CHINA 
Due to excessive rain the Chinese crop is looking less blossoming than mentioned last time. Though 
we still except a huge new crop, this rain has created the following quality problems: 
-          Immature inshells 
-          Empty, dirty and mouldy inshells  
-          Aflatoxin reliability  
-          Increase selection costs due to high moisture 
These problems are mainly applicable for the traditional type inshell (they look good from the 
outside but once you open them you face the surprise), whereas the seaflower type quality is still 
good (out- and inside) except for the increase of aflatoxin positive reports.   
The inshell prices have opened up at quite low levels at the beginning of the harvest but they have 
increased by USD 100-200 /mt within the past month. Some EU buyers still think they can book at 
those levels, but for those that somehow do receive those levels, please be careful as most likely you 
will fall in trap of bad quality and/or default. There is just no good solid quality to support the prices 
to go lower. We expect that that the seaflower type will remain stable at their current prices 
(definitely not going down), but we cannot say the same for traditional type of which availability will 
remain firm and thus increase in price.  
  
USA 
The weather has not been favorable as well in USA. Due to heavy rains like 7inches and frost, the 
crop is delayed, thus no clear view on the yields, quality and maturity. Shellers are not eager to offer 
and prefer to wait until the harvesting has finished. There are still a few that have 2016 crop stocks 
of inshells, but the demand is very limited. We expect that these will be gone soon as well, especially 
having a very tight carry-over of inshells of last year causing pressure especially on the export 
market. For those that can only use USA inshells, our advice would be to cover once you can as 
prices will most likely go up by the moment.  
  
EGYPT 
Egypt has also delay with their harvest and we need to wait at least 2 more weeks to see the 
progress. This year the Egyptian yield is far less compared to less year, about 15-20%, mainly due to 
– yet again like above- weather conditions (high temperatures during the flowering fase). Egypt has 
opened up their new season with quite high prices and price have remained at high levels up and till  



 
 
now. Since the domestic market was eager for goods last year, there is no carry-over at all. They are 
even absorbing new crop with high quantities. This lead to a total price difference of 20-25% 
compared to last year.  
Though the quality is looking very good and very much stable in quality compared to the current 
Chinese quality, the inshells are quite light, meaning more pressure on the big counts like 7/9 which 
takes normally 25% of the total volume but this year it’s far and far less. We except that these big 
sizes will be sold out very soon (especially since the EU has a big demand for these big counts) and 
the left overs will be offered at premium prices.  
 
 
Kindest regards, 
Paul, Nurcan and Mark 
Trade department 
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Please check our website for our weekly market reports 
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